Since 1928, well servicing and drilling operations have been counting on quality American made Cavins tools and replacement parts to keep them up and running safely and dependably.

Cavins tools and replacement parts are made in accordance with our original manufacturer designs, to original tolerances from materials selected and treated for optimum performance in each application. The result is longer life, trouble-free operation and minimal maintenance.

Today, downtime is more costly than ever, so why take chances with counterfeit imitations manufactured to looser tolerances from inferior, often improperly treated materials?

Count on Cavins for tools that are safer and built better so they always work dependably from the start, last longer in the field and require less maintenance.

Call or visit our website today for our comprehensive catalog and your nearest Cavins distributor.

Or Email us at sales@cavins.com

(562) 424.8564 ▲ Fax (562) 595.6174
www.cavins.com ▲ email: sales@cavins.com
The IADC Drilling Manual is a series of reference guides assembled by volunteer drilling-industry professionals with expertise spanning a broad range of topics. These volunteers contributed their time, energy and knowledge in developing the IADC Drilling Manual, 12th edition, to help facilitate safe and efficient drilling operations, training, and equipment maintenance and repair.

The contents of this manual should not replace or take precedence over manufacturer, operator or individual drilling company recommendations, policies or procedures. In jurisdictions where the contents of the IADC Drilling Manual may conflict with regional, state or national statute or regulation, IADC strongly advises adhering to local rules.

While IADC believes the information presented is accurate as of the date of publication, each reader is responsible for his own reliance, reasonable or otherwise, on the information presented. Readers should be aware that technology and practices advance quickly, and the subject matter discussed herein may quickly become surpassed. If professional engineering expertise is required, the services of a competent individual or firm should be sought. Neither IADC nor the contributors to this chapter warrant or guarantee that application of any theory, concept, method or action described in this book will lead to the result desired by the reader.
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